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My female body.

It looks familiar. And it is, it is shown everywhere.
Advertised as consumable,
My female body is selling you beer,
My female body cleans your home,
My female body is waiting for you online,
My female body,

accessible

My female body is an object, in the subject of _____ life.
.
.
.
Is ‘my female body’ an independent object?
.
.
.
.
Comfortable to look at through the dominant gaze.
the soft skin
the long lashes
the pink lips
the wide hips
the gentle hands
You know I’m reminded of Maya Angelou,
“It’s in the reach of my arms,
The span of my hips,
The stride of my step,
The curl of my lips.
I’m a woman
Phenomenally.” (Angelou, 1995)

This has all been said before.
by me.

This time feels different though.
I am going to try and articulate why and in the process hopefully learn for myself. This writing piece is
an act of embodied research in itself. This is my performance practice transferring into my language and
writing style.
Undoubtedly being predominantly a nude performance artist, as a woman, empowers me.
I get a rush of courage every time I bare my flesh and I dare my audience to have the “guts to deal with
cunts” (Wilke, 2007).
This is the same rush I imagine the women of the ’60s and ’70s had during their coming-out period and the
beginnings of exploring their sexuality. Gray Watson writes, “This focus on the immediacy of the body was
enacted by a young generation of artists who displayed their own, often naked, bodies in the public sphere,
and extended by some who made their own bodies the theme of their artistic exploration” (Watson, 2007, p.
8 - 9).

I can feel them with me. I feel the same need to enact the feminist cry,

“The personal is political.” (Watson, 2007)
“The personal is political.” (Hanisch, 2009)
“The personal is political.” (A whole bunch of feminists in the 1960s)
Perhaps because I am still physically trying to explore notions of my identity for myself.
Embodiment in performance involves an emotional and psychological engagement, and a physical
enactment. Doing this in my body, a body that is already marked with so many politics, feels to me to be
the most human, grounding and connective form of creative and conceptual communication. I’m learning
who I am and what my politics are, then creatively communicating them. Amelia Jones writes, “If the point
of any feminist and/or queer theory and practice is, at the very least, to create an awareness of the ways in
which gender and sexuality inform discourse and determine structures of individual as well as collective
social, cultural, and economic power, then we can say that both are inherently political” (2016, p. 15).
My politics may be fundamentally different from those of the performance artists of the ’60s and ’70s,
but there are echoes of the past and new politics that arrive with cultural and social change that beg me to
make art.
There are new politics and attitudes towards feminism. I don’t want to lose momentum in the movement
but there are moments of criticism around whether our world still needs feminist, nude, even ‘vulgar’
artistic protests.

yes.

2016. Tess Thackara writes, “The art world must reflect this more expansive, diverse form of feminism,
finding commonalities across races, genders, and classes. We must both draw connections between the
work of women and other oppressed groups, and spotlight their diversity and specificities. Some have tried
to argue that it’s time to put identity politics to bed; it’s not. The experiences of many people in this world
are still shaped by the way they identify themselves, or the way others identify them. But we need a vastly
expanded notion of the conditioning factors that make up our realities” (Thackara, 2016).

We still need feminism; we still need protest.

“Revolution is not a one-time event.” (Lorde, 1984, p. 140)
)

Real questions I have been asked in 2017 – only because I am a female performance artist:

“Why do you need to live perform?”
“Why do you insist on doing it nude?”
“Are you just trying to be provocative?”
“Didn’t we have the sexual revolution already?”
“Are you a lesbian?”
“Butch or Femme?”
“If you’re a feminist, do you still suck your boyfriend’s dick?”
“Are you dom or sub?”
“Can you be a sub and a feminist?”
“If you are in a monogamous relationship, can you still be a nude performance artist?”
“Does your partner know?”
“You must sleep with a lot of people because you’re a feminist and don’t care right?”
“Can I kiss you?”

I have become intimately accessible.

But it’s 2017…
Before I learnt about my feminism, I thought I was just loud and sexually confident.
In 2017 I am still loud and sexually confident, but I also have research and embodied experiences to
justify this.
Understand this.
Xabier Arakistain writes, “I discovered feminism as a theory that explained my life to me and clarified that
social dynamics I was living in had a logic: the logic of the patriarchy. So I wasn’t introduced to feminism
rather, I had to go and look for it.” (Arakistain, 2016, p. 226)
I had a similar experience to Xavier Arakistain with my own ‘feminism virginity.’ In the way that once I
began to learn about it, it sounded like my own story, a place I belonged, a familiar space.

Once I found this space it became hard to want to be anywhere else. This evolved my feminist identity,
because I found a place that was the same.

Once I lost my ‘feminism virginity.’
A lot of people become really interested in me.

Similar to my actual virginity.
I suppose they were both provocative events.

Feminism was a same place to me, But other to people around me.

I Learnt.

being woman

being a feminist woman

being a nude, performance artist, feminist, woman

is being

is being

other

other

is being

other.

Once I found my same I embraced becoming other, becoming art. Being other is ok, because there are
others. The women who have paved the way to enable my freedom within my creative practice give me
a sense of safety and power. Looking backwards before I move forward in my own work has been one of
the most valuable methods in feeding my passion, grounding my position and stirring my compulsion to
create.
Marina Abramovic
Audre Lorde
Carolee Schneemann
Annie Sprinkle
Siân Torrington
Anahera Gildea
Julia Kristeva
Yoko Ono
Luce Irigary
Valie Export
Jeanette Winterson
My Mother
Our allies, our whakapapa. My safety.

To name a few.

The safety and power I gain from these women of my history is a gift, an heirloom.
Creating art feels like a healthy exchange. There becomes a sense of obligation when you receive a gift,
to reciprocate the generosity. This is my experience with my feminist whakapapa and knowledge. Their
knowledge began a journey of embodied research, research of myself as an entity.

As a body.

And a performance artist.

The feeding of my mind will decide where I position my physical self in the world, how my physical self acts
in the world. Raised by a solo mother, inspired and informed by my female whakapapa,

It isn’t surprising I’ve ended up a feminist performance artist.

The knowledge I have gained from these women has shaped the research of myself. In sharing this research
in the form of performance art, I hope to communicate in a new language the knowledge these women
have fed to me and invite it to be accessible to other bodies, The audience.
“The key to emotional strength and personal freedom is always to bring the responsibility back to
ourselves. We may not be able to change events, but we can change our response to them” (2001, pp. 66).
Knowing these histories and letting them inform my work is about reproduction, re-articulation and
producing something based on historical embodied experiences, for the new cultural, social and economic
climate.

Sometimes it can feel like a failure when the audience believes sexual politics and feminism in performance
art is outdated. They love to see a naked girl, but don’t want to deal with the politics. My 21-year-old body
can bring currency to the creative concept and I do feel a responsibility to make my work accessible and
thoroughly considered.
I have contemplated how perhaps when viewing something like a feminist, nude performance, the audience
needs to step back and stop immediately trying to receive knowledge for themselves, be changed or
cultivated by the work. By looking into the performance artist, the performance body, and rather than
instantly and probably subconsciously trying to make a relative connection to their own experience or
circumstance, they could look into the body performing the work and witness their position.
Why do they feel the obligation to do this?
Why are they putting their body in front of me?
What sort of importance does the subject they are addressing have, to a point they will perform a ‘concept’
essentially in hope that someone may understand or gain some clarity of their own?
Rather than trying to consume,

observe.

Make an exchange.

Give art a chance to communicate with us before we look back within ourselves.
My Art is an object, in the subject of _____ life.
We can decide how much of our time and ourselves we commit to each object within our vaster subject.
By giving more time, making more space to see an object, understand and listen to an object. We can alter
our beliefs and position within our subject. Humans too often try to resolve their questions or problems in
their lives by becoming quiet and existentially looking within themselves for an answer.
Because, god forbid, disrupting someone else with reality.

Art can ask us to look at it, but to really gain anything from the work we have to look past ourselves.

Jeanette Winterson writes, “Art, all art, not just painting, is a foreign city, and we deceive ourselves when
we think it familiar. No-one is surprised to find that a foreign city follows its own customs and speaks its
own language. Only a boor would ignore both and blame his deflating on the place. Everyday this happens
to the artist and the art. … We have to recognise that the language of art, all art, is not our mother tongue”
(1996, pp. 4).

At this point of being a performance artist I have felt a shift in the way my artist body transfers into my
personal body and this somehow enables a sort of accessibility to me.
Have I shared too much of a physically intimate experience with an audience that I am now supposed to be
comfortable with exposing myself?
My nude self.

My emotional self.

Making my

‘private parts ‘

public parts.

What constitutes private parts and public parts? It feels to me at points that these sites were proscribed by
someone else, everyone else.
I would much rather be naked in a room full of art critics than have to have a conversation with one about
an emotional trauma of my past.
This may not be normal.
The emotional trauma is there in my body and it informs my creativity.
My embodied experience informs how I communicate in society; it defines my perceptions of the world.
When I perform nude it feels like I am giving an audience my story, my honest and purist self.
Because literally here I am
this body.
Its scars, its hairs, its bruises,
see all of me.

This is my gift to you.
I see the performance as a gift to the audience, a gift of perspective or an opportunity to empathise with a
new concept that may have been foreign to them.

This is my gift to you.

In giving this gift I gain a sense of fulfillment within myself because I have created art. I have materially
articulated an intangible concept and given it to an audience. Encouraging an audience to understand
and speak my language with me, language they may have known but forgotten. Language that feels more
natural than their mother tongue.
I have developed a performance language to communicate these ideas.

To be consumed

observed

appropriated.

And through consumption, we are potentially at risk of being appropriated or perceived alternatively
dependent on different individuals’ contexts and embodied perspectives.
“The risk of visibility is the risk of any translation – a weaker version of the original script, the
appropriation by (economically and artistically) powerful ‘others’. The payoff of translation (and visibility)
is more people will begin to speak your tongue” (Phelan, cited in Schneider, p. 41). The more visibility I have
gained, the broader the perspective and context stretches.
I have learnt that I have limited control over the reading of my work. With the consuming culture around
art and creative practice, the audience tends to take what they want or need.
This became explicitly clear when I began working in a video medium and sharing my work to a broader
audience.

@TheInternet.

more visibility

more accessibility.

I moved from an artist body to sex object.
I have always acknowledged the association of sex with my body when I
perform.

sex.
sex
sex
sex
sex
sex
sex

as
as
as
as
as
as

fucking
love
gender
biology
creation
whakapapa

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………But I’m just sex to the internet…
…………………………………………………… https://vimeo.com/hollyrpwalker ……………………………………………………

showing art outside of the institutional art space, and making it so
accessible, allowed me to recognise the importance of the immediacy of
live feminist, nude performance. Within intimate groupings of people,
the performance immediacy and intentions are more directly communicated.
My audience was now infinite and by protecting the viewers with a computer
screen between us, the accountability an individual audience member feels
in the space, My space, is lost.
Performance makes me powerful regardless of how my body is read.
Because I know my truth.

I know, to you, this body could look like,
your mother’s breast
your prostitute’s ass
your wife’s eyes
Your children’s knees and elbows.
your high school boyfriend’s hands
your high school girlfriend’s mouth
All familiar to you, something you already know.
All yours.

not mine.

‘what I look like,’
became filtered through a
‘what do you want me to look like, for you.’

Without control or immediate direction for the gaze, the internet took
some of my power.

We weren’t seeing eye to eye.

Quite literally, there is no immediate empathy or humanity about viewing
a body on a screen. It is no longer live performance; it is a video
reproduction. My confusion around the ethics lies within the circumstance
of how, if it’s not an actual bodily interaction within the space, does
that disregard any psychological empathy with a performance artist?
Or is the distance between reality and internet too far, therefore the
objectification is justified?
Alison Adam writes, “There is a tendency for advocates of cyber culture,
from roboticists to cyberpunk science fiction writers, to ignore and
even deny the primacy of the body. This reflects a turn to the virtual,
which, at its extreme, sees the body as mere ‘meat’. … If, as I suggest,
philosophy has a tendency to equate women with the bodily realm” (Adam,
2005, p. 102).

At the beginning of this year one of my video performances
was publicised on a German porn site. My initial reaction was
that I believed I had done something wrong. Because it had
been categorised by something bigger than me as porn,
it was porn.
Over 10,000 views now that this work was porn.
I’m completely convinced at this point.
I made porn.

My big pornographic debut.

Ironically this performance was supposed to be an exaggeration of
feminine stereotypes. Although it came to be more a display of masculine
stereotypes associated to porn consumption. It felt like 10,000 people
saw porn, against me, who saw performance art. The power of the majority
became confusing and uncomfortable. I read that, “Nudity represents
innocents. Awareness of nudity represents sin”(Lucie-smith, 2007, p.12). in
relation to Christianity and the female body, I’m not Christian, but for
some reason when I felt myself in a ‘dirtier’, pornographic environment,
it did feel like sin. My artistic, bold and unforgiving performance body
reverted to the safety of the dominant culture’s perspective. I began
questioning whether the artist or the audience chooses the context.

Am I art? Or am I porn?

I forgot my truth.

Inhale.

Exhale.

If art is in the eye of the beholder,

the beholder,

be holding,

his cock while watching my ‘art’ online.

It’s no longer my context.

Or my problem.

Realising I couldn’t communicate creative concepts with a nude body because it was saturated in everyone
else’s sex. My body once freeing, became restricting, became frustrating.
“Where the masculine imagination saturates the social arena with its obsessive return to the Woman’s
body, or the Woman as body, women only have an artificial power frustrated by the multiple obstacles that
exist between them and the world” (Irigary, 1984, p. 28 - 29).
I felt like screaming

“WAIT, WAIT, LISTEN TO ME!”

______________________________________________________________________________________

There is a silver lining though, because I refuse for there not to be.

In considering universal creation myths in relation to my moral compass and my sin, I was reminded of this
silly quote: “From Eve to Pandora, the female sex has only generated misfortune” (Zabunyan, 2005, p. 89). If so,
sin and misfortune have been some of the most important pivotal points for creation. I only wish to be as
radical as those two matriarchs.
My sin and misfortune with the internet is my context to own now, and I can take from it what I need and
leave behind the rest. In the time of being reminded of the sexualisation and objectification that happens
when the artist isn’t present on the internet, I have been gifted with the knowledge of knowing my art isn’t
redundant. This has been an insecurity of mine in the process of becoming so involved in feminist artmaking. There has been a lingering feeling that I may be over-reacting or being over-emotional. But then I
stop and think, in whose opinion?
I want to be over-reacting because just acting isn’t comfortable for me.
I want to be over-emotional because just emotional without questioning my feelings doesn’t satisfy me.
I’m not talking to the point of extremism, just enough to be radical.

Becoming radical.

I remember the first time I went to Siân Torrington’s feminist group, and we had to go around the circle
and say why we came to the group. My response was something like …
“Because I want to learn more about my identity and have a safe space to be myself, a self that feels
different to who I am ‘supposed to be’.”
A couple more people said why they were there …
“because I want to listen and learn”
“because I don’t know enough about feminism and I’m a woman”
“because I think I have too much sex for a girl, and it’s been blamed on daddy issues but I don’t believe that
bullshit, so I figured I was a feminist”
– that one made me laugh.

It came to Siân’s turn and she said,

“I came to this group because I want a revolution.” (Torrington, 2016)
The feeling I had when I heard the boldness and agency in those words is a feeling I became addicted to. It
was the gift that my feminist whakapapa had been giving me, but I was there in the room with her.

Realising there are others, embodying our exchange. Powerful and together,
I thought, me too.

Thank you.

Pūrātoke

Type references
Chaparral pro.
Designed by Carol Twombly. Finding
female typefaces for essays has been an
impossible task but I got there: http://

typedia.com/explore/typeface/chaparral/
revision/5/

Orator std.
John Scheppler. It can be
used for tabular material
or technical documentation.
Commonly used for web
coding.
Arial.
Font sourced from Pornhub.
Arial. Robin Nicholas
and Patricia Saunders.
https://www.google.co.nz/
search?q=pornhub+logo&source
=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved
=0ahUKEwiJlryl4MDUAhXHFZ
QKHWz0AOoQ_
AUICigB&biw=1227&bih=648
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Abstract
Before I learnt about my feminism, I thought
I was just loud and sexually confident.
In 2017 I am still loud and sexually confident,
but I also have research and embodied
experiences to justify this.
Understand this.
With a growing understanding of my feminist
whakapapa from Audre Lorde to My Mother,
and the richness of knowledge they have left
for us, I want to share, I want to be loud, I
want to talk about sex, I want to talk about
personal politics and how it honestly feels,
not how it is supposed to feel. This may seem
over-emotional, and it is.
I over-react because just acting isn’t enough
for me.
I’m over-emotional because emotional
without questioning my feelings doesn’t
satisfy me.
I write to understand my space and more
than that, who I am within that space.
Stripping back false constructions and ideals
that have become ritual conformity to reveal,
relearn, reverse and find an authentic sense of
my identity.
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Author
I am Holly Walker, a 21-year-old woman from
Wellington, Aotearoa. I am a newly graduated
fine arts student whose practice is mainly
based in performance. My works, writing
and art practice, explore the abundant realm
of feminine sexuality, my own body politics
and the echoes of women before through
embodied research and autobiographical
reflection.
In my work I allow the rational to submit
to the emotional. Through this process, I
attempt to create a raw, unfiltered expression
of questions that leave space for curiosity
and engage with my research. By writing in a
performative style, I aim to display a journey,
a thinking process, to further a communal
perspective on the subjects of feminism,
identity, gender politics, the private vs the
public, and sex.
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